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A “distance learning” high 
school student approached 
me after the presentation of 
our department in an open 

campus lecture
He said to me “I can’t find my place in Japan”

I replied, “It’s too late to apply for overseas university, 
so come to my department and find out your place 

globally”
And he is now the first-year student of our 

department aiming to be a “Global Entrepreneur”



• Nikkei Evening Edition (November 11, 2023) 
• Working holiday also recovering
• Popularity of Australia, where salaries have 
doubled
• Domestic exchange facilities and dormitories 
are booming
• With photos of Young people interacting at a 
Global Village Yurakucho House event

Contradictory Fact
International students, especially those 
from low-context cultures, often find it 
difficult to navigate the subtleties of 
high-context societies, while natives of 
high-context cultures might find overt 
explicitness redundant or even rude. 
Bridging this gap requires concerted 
efforts from both sides.

Nikkei Evening Edition Nov. 11, 2023, front page
「円安でも「海外」経験したい
Want to experience "overseas" even with a weak yen



Finding a place for young people in the DX 
of "Global Entrepreneurial Mindset"
• It has been seven years since we started Department 
of the Global Innovation Studies (GIONS) in 2017 for 
“Global Entrepreneurship” education.

• In which combining the entrepreneurial spirit to 
overcome failure and English power communication 
skills, which are still lacking in today‘s Japan. 

• We also aim to expand the experience of COVID-19 
to DX and GX-compatible entrepreneurship 
education. 

• As "innovation cannot be done alone," we want to 
activate Japan's top-down drawn innovation and 
startup policy from the bottom up with digital experts 
and those interested in education. 



Finding a place for young people in the DX 
of "Global Entrepreneurial Mindset"

•Can Japan revive itself with the vision for future 
human resources and the ecosystem to support 
startups announced by METI and Keidanren in 
rapid succession last year? 

•First, we discuss how these measures can impact 
Japan's economic future. 

•Good ideas are indeed written down, but there is 
still a lack of ecosystem view for 
entrepreneurship to find value in them and 
realize and achieve them, and I believe that 
progress is still needed.



To support startups announced by METI 
and Keidanren in rapid succession last year

• 1) Shifting Employment Systems: METI's vision suggests a 
shift from the old Japanese employment system.

• 2) Reimagined Education: METI's focus on education that 
"allows people to be absorbed in what they love" can be 
transformative.

• 3) Startup Breakthrough Vision: Keidanren's vision 
indicates a strong push for startups, essential for a 
nation's economic rejuvenation. 

• 4) Startup Support Policies: METI's list of startup support 
policies, if implemented effectively, can provide the 
necessary infrastructure. 

• 5) JETRO GSAP: The Global Startup Acceleration Program 
by JETRO ha¥s several key advantages.



Finding a place for young people in the DX 
of "Global Entrepreneurial Mindset"
• Following the proposal of Cohendet, P. and Simon, L. 
(2009), "Places, Spaces and the Dynamics of 
Creativity," We propose Connecting large companies 
and startups' - middleground – as there lies a distinct 
gap between them. 

• The goal should be to create a symbiotic ecosystem 
where both can thrive, learn from each other, and 
contribute to Japan's economic future. 

• In summary, while these measures show Japan's 
dedication to fostering an entrepreneurial mindset and 
reviving its economy, their effectiveness will be 
determined by their implementation, societal reception, 
and continuous evolution in response to global shifts.



The DX of our “Travel Play Dialogue” Global 
Entrepreneurship Education Challenge
- Finding Youth's Place in a Digital World

• Now, seven years after starting "Global Entrepreneurship" 
education, which combines the entrepreneurial spirit to 
overcome failure and power communication skills in English, 
both of which are in short supply in Japan, we would like to 
expand the experience of COVID-19 to DX-ready 
entrepreneurship education. I want to expand the program to 
DX-ready entrepreneurship education based on the 
experience of COVID-19. This is precisely where "innovation 
cannot be done alone," we would like to activate Japan's top-
down drawn innovation and start-up policy from the bottom 
up with digital experts and those interested in education. 
Specifically, we aim to connect "people, places, and funds" 
across the development and supply of hybrid digital and 
actual platforms and content, where young people with the 
spirit of "independence" to "start their businesses" can grow.



The  collaborative history of Strasbourg and 
Toyo started from 1985 and to the future

• After the international exchange agreement between University of 
Strasbourg and Toyo University in 1985, Patrick COHENDET and Patrick 
LLERENA came to Japan to study Japanese-style management which 
was worldwide popular at that time as the key for the success of the 
Japanese economy. But, now we are here to learn about the various 
successes in France. And new expansion of collaborative domain.

• This year (2023) marks the 38th anniversary since then, and the 
workshops and symposiums have been held alternately in Tokyo and 
Strasbourg up to the present.(See the record of symposiums held 
compiled at the time of the 30th anniversary.

• Our star-up challenge of GINOS Department is also an outcome of our 
long-lasting collaboration. Patrick LLERENA informed me about the 
MOSAIC network franchised from HEC Montreal and University of 
Strasbourg when I was responsible of this department start-up and 
visited Strasbourg for renewal of MOU, Rene CARRAZ and I designed and 
operated the initial model of CREATOYO Global Creativity Week in Spring 
2019 for the first edition.

• Then, it will be extended to Global Village Yurakucho-house from 2023 
edition. The space will be co-organization with the Yurakusho House just 
in front of the JR Yurakucho station provided by KidZania Japan founder.





Top Global University Project (2014-2023)



Goals set by the 37 universities selected 
for Top Global University Project
• 1. Internationalization
• ①Percentage of international full-time faculty staff and full-time faculty
• staff who have received their degrees at a foreign university
• ②Percentage of international students
• ③Percentage of Japanese students who have experienced study abroad
• (credit earning)
• ④Percentage of Japanese students studying abroad under inter-university
• agreements
• ⑤Percentage of classes conducted in foreign languages
• ⑥Percentage of students enrolled in degree programs in foreign languages
• ⑦Percentage of students who meet foreign language standards
• ⑧Percentage of syllabus translated in English
• ⑨Percentage of Japanese students who stay in international dormitories
• ⑩Flexible academic calendar



Goals set by the 37 universities selected 
for Top Global University Project
• 2. Governance
• ①Percentage of annual salary system
• ②Percentage of tenure track system
• ③Upgrading of administrative staff(percentage of
• administrative staff who meet foreign language standards)
• 3. Educational Reform
• ①Percentage of course numbering
• ②Percentage of use of external test such as TOEFL in
• entrance examination
• ③Percentage of classes where evaluation by students is
• conducted



Selected as a Ministry of 
Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology 
Super Global University 
Type B (Globalization 
Driving) As the flagship of 
Toyo SGU, the Department 
of Global Innovation is 
leading the achievement of 
the Toyo SGU Global 
Diamond, which aims to 
create innovative human 
resources based on 
interdisciplinary education, 
diverse communication, and 
active learning.



If you feel you do not belong amidst geopolitical risks, 
stagnant economic growth, the uncertainty of a 
declining and aging population, and the cramped 
conditions of superciliousness, precedent-setting, and 
competition with others, your place is here.

When you listen to people who rise to 
the top and make success seem easy, 
you will always find one, sometimes 
two, significant similarities. One is 
doing a great job. The other is that 
they let people do great work.
Gen Cruz, The Most Important Life Lesson from 
Tom Sawyer, Oct 23, 2017



According to the results of a survey released by the Japan 
Student Services Organization in January 2019, the 
number of Japanese students who studied abroad in 
FY2017 surpassed 100,000, placing Toyo University in 
fourth place as the university with the largest number of 
Japanese students sent abroad, following Waseda
University in first place, Kyoto University in second, and 
Ritsumeikan University in third. 
In FY2018, 2,463 students from Toyo University 
participated in study and training abroad (a 115% 
increase over the previous year) and were sent to 97 
countries and regions

All Japanese students study abroad and 100% in English classes 
Toyo University ranks 4th in the number of Japanese students 
sent abroad, playing GINOS as a central role in the expansion of 
international students



Furthermore, Toyo University is also promoting 
accepting international students and accepting 
1,990 international students from 57 countries 
and regions in FY 2018. (From the Toyo 
University website) The Department of Global 
Innovation is making a significant contribution as 
a flagship program in both dispatching and 
accepting international students by providing all 
Japanese students with a one-year study abroad 
program in principle and full-fledged classes in 
100% English.

All Japanese students study abroad and 100% in English classes 
Toyo University ranks 4th in the number of Japanese students 
sent abroad, playing GINOS as a central role in the expansion of 
international students



Japanese human capital formations and economic growth in 
comparison with U.S. in the high economic growth period.

Japan
U.S.

Age x 
Education  
Effect

Total 
Quality 
Change

Age 
Effect

Japanese human capital formations and 
economic growth

Education 
Effect

Imamura(1990) “Compositional Change of  
Labor Input and Economic Growth in Japan”, 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990, pp. 
349-384.



Implications for Revitalizing Japanese 
Innovation Human Resource Development 
from the findings of Innovation Ranking Index
• The Center for Global Innovation Studies of Toyo University 

has selected 58 indicators, including productivity per worker, 
the number of, and the number of technical experts in R&D 
to compare and verify the progress level of innovation of 
each country.

• These indicators have been selected as they are considered 
to be contributors to the growth of GDP per capita in the 
long term. A high correlation between the past growth rates 
and the rankings based on the index was found.

• And, these indicators have been grouped into five 
categories, International Harmonization, Market, Technology, 
Human Power, and Market Policy, and into 18 subcategories 
in order to be able to make categorical comparison from 
country to country.







Japan is far behind in its “Human power,” 
while Singapore keeps balanced high points
(Toyo GIC Global Innovation Ranking)



Decomposition of the background of Japanese 
poor human power for innovation 1

• (1) In terms of the breakdown of “Human capital”, Japan's 
scores for "youthfulness of the population (observed 
indicator: ratio of working-age population)" and "spirit of 
challenge (observed indicator: trends in student 
entrepreneurship)" are both quite low.  The latter can be 
addressed through educational reform and will be an 
important issue for Japan in the years ahead.

• (2) In the "Diversity" category, Japan's score for "Acceptance 
of foreigners (immigrants and foreign students)" was 
considerably lower than Singapore, Germany, and the United 
States. The acceptance of foreign nationals is often called 
for in response to labor shortages, but also should be viewed 
from the perspective of accepting high-level human 
resources and diversifying society.



Decomposition of the background of Japanese 
poor human power for innovation 2

• (3) The score for "education" was lower than the average of 
all countries. In the breakdown of sub-items, Japan scored 
above average in "basic academic ability (PISA, math literacy, 
science literacy)," but not enough in "recurrent education 
(participation rate in higher education among people aged 25 
and over)" and "university ranking." In addition, Japan's score 
for "foreign language proficiency (TOEFLE- iBT)" is the 
lowest among the five countries in focus although Japan has 
been making various attempts to improve its English 
proficiency,



Decomposition of the background of Japanese 
poor human power for innovation 3

• (4) Looking at “Entrepreneurship (Venture capital 
investment, Corporate innovation capacity, Willingness of 
firms to adopt new technologies).” and “Investment 
Capability (Savings rate, Listed market capitalization, 
Change in number of listed companies),” are good, but 
“Startup (New business registration and Ease of starting a 
business),” is low, ranking only fourth among the five 
countries in focus. 

• This is consistent with the low rate of business startups in 
Japan, which is often pointed out. This suggests that 
structural factors, such as the rigidity of the labor market 
and industrial structure, are at play in the lack of 
entrepreneurship, despite the fact that the level of 
investment capacity (ample funds) and entrepreneurship 
(as for business corporations), which are important factors 
for entrepreneurship, is not very low.



Japanese Society  
under COVID-19
No lockdown needed? 
Japan stores are 
shutting down 
voluntarily
Japan’s strategy for dealing with the virus has so far eschewed full-
on lockdowns seen in other rich nations; it has the lowest infection 
rate of the Group of Seven. The country’s authorities lack the power 
to enact even if a state of emergency is declared. Instead, the 
country has focused on encouraging people to avoid an overlap of 
what it calls “Three Cs” — crowded spaces with poor ventilation, 
crowded conditions with people and conversations in a short 
distance.
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Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (2022) "Vision for Future Human Resources

Employee engagement in Japanese companies is among the lowest in 
the world.

International comparison of the employee engagement
Left: World as a hole                     Right: East Asia

World on average
US / Canada

Latin America
South Asia

Southeast Asia

Eastern Europa
Australia / New Zealand

Sub Saharan Africa
Middle East / North Africa

East Asia
Western Europa

Mongolia

China

South Korea

Hong Kong 

Taiwan

JapanJapan
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Companies are not investing in people, and individuals are not learning

International comparison of human resource 
investments (other than OJT) (GDP %)

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (2022) "Vision for Future Human Resources

Percentage of those who have not engaged in 
outside learning/self-education

Japan

JapanUSA France Germany Italy UK

New Zealand

Indonesia
India

Malesia
South Korea

Taiwan
Singapore
Hong Kong

Australia

Thailand
China

Philippine

Vietnam
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The tendency is vital that "changing jobs does not lead to higher wages."

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (2022) "Vision for Future Human Resources

International Comparison of Wage 
Changes Before and After Job Change

Increased No Change Decreased
China

Germany

US

UK

France

Japan
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Few people want to "keep working at their current employer."
Percentage of those who would keep 
working at their current employer

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (2022) "Vision for Future Human Resources

India
Vietnam

China
Philippine
Australia
Thailand
Malesia

New Zealand
Hong Kong

South Korea
Singapore

Taiwan
Indonesia

Japan
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However, few people have the intention to "change jobs or start their own 
businesses.

Percentage of those who intend 
to change jobs

Percentage of those who intend to become 
independent or start their own business

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (2022) "Vision for Future Human Resources
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In a survey conducted in 2022, around 27.5 percent of respondents agreed that it is easy 
to start a business in Japan. In contrast, 50.9 percent of the respondents who saw good 
opportunities stated that fear of failure prevented them from starting a business. 



Japan needs challenging 
Global Entrepreneurship education
• Japan's human resource development system, 
which achieved high economic growth, performed 
extremely well in building human capital through 
long-term employment and internal human 
resource development modelled on that of large-
scale corporations. Within the pyramidal internal 
labour market formed by internal promotion, the 
systematic job rotation formed skills with many 
company-specific elements. This is the so-called 
membership type employment system.



2 Types of Labor Market
Internal Labor market and External Labor market
In ILM, Newly recruits start their carrier from the bottom of the 
job ladder hierarchy of Internal labor market accumulation firm 
specific skills

External Labor MarketInternal Labor Market

Two types of Labor Market      



Japan needs challenging 
Global Entrepreneurship education
• However, with the intensification of global competition and 

innovation, long-term human resource development plans are 
no longer able to provide the necessary human resources, and 
an increasing number of Japanese companies have recently 
declared that they cannot maintain lifetime employment and 
are shifting from membership-based employment to job-based 
employment.

• We were strongly attracted to the fact that HEC Montreal 
(MOSAIC), University of Strasbourg (CREASXB), Mondragon 
University (MTA) educates students to solve real-world 
problems by practicing business in a concrete way, and we 
immediately understood the need for education that aims to 
generate profits in the future, even though it only proposes 
practical solutions to problems at present.



European model of decision-making system with horizontal 
independent membership and Japanese vertical subgroup 
model



Developing creative and innovative human resources 
with empathy and collaboration in the context of 
SDGs and DX in the global public space

• Transformation of public space based on face-to-face interaction
• Creativity gap between online and face-to-face, challenges of empathy 

and emotional exchange
• Brucks, M.S., Levav, J. Virtual communication curbs creative idea 

generation. Nature 605, 108–112 (2022). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-
022-04643-y

• Online communication is about 20% less likely to produce creative ideas 
than face-to-face communication. Costs, however, are about 40% lower.

• Meyer, E. Getting to Si, Ja, Oui, Hai, and Da, Harvard Business Review 
(December 2015). https://hbr.org/2015/12/getting-to-si-ja-oui-hai-and-
da

• How "confrontational" or how "emotionally expressive" are they?
• Israel and Latin Europe and Japan are the exact opposite on the 

coordinate axis, with the Japanese avoiding confrontation and lacking in 
emotional expression. This is a challenge for Japan's innovation human 
resource development.

• https://hbr.org/2015/12/getting-to-si-ja-oui-hai-and-da

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-022-04643-y
https://hbr.org/2015/12/getting-to-si-ja-oui-hai-and-da
https://hbr.org/2015/12/getting-to-si-ja-oui-hai-and-da
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Junior high school English speaking Average 
correct response rate 4.2% for some 
questions
• In the National Achievement Test, there were a total of five 

speaking questions in English for junior high school students, 
and the average percentage of correct answers was 4.2% for 
some of the questions.

• The first four questions were based on the scenario of guiding 
an international student at a zoo. The student was asked to 
listen to the other student's English and answer or ask 
questions in English within the response time.

• https://www3.nhk.or.jp/news/html/20230731/k10014147941000
.html



Junior high school English speaking Average 
correct response rate 4.2% for some 
questions

• In the Final question, students listened to a 
presentation on an environmental issue and were 
asked to give their thoughts and reasons on the 
presentation.

• Specifically, a foreign student from New Zealand 
made the presentation that "plastic bags should 
be stopped being sold in stores in Japan," and 
the question required the student to express 
his/her opinion and reasons in English.



A series of startup support and visions of future 
human resources in 2022 will solve the problem?

• Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry: Looking to the future 
in 2030 and 2050, "a shift away from the old Japanese 
employment system" and "a shift to education that allows 
people to be absorbed in what they love! ~ "Vision for Human 
Resources of the Future" has been compiled~. 
https://www.meti.go.jp/press/2022/05/20220531001/202205310
01.html

• Keidanren: Startup Breakthrough Vision 
https://www.keidanren.or.jp/policy/2022/024_honbun.html

• METI Startup Policies - List of startup support measures by the 
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry. 
https://www.meti.go.jp/press/2022/06/20220621001/202206210
01.html

https://www.meti.go.jp/press/2022/05/20220531001/20220531001.html
https://www.keidanren.or.jp/policy/2022/024_honbun.html
https://www.meti.go.jp/press/2022/06/20220621001/20220621001.html


Keidanren: Proposal "Startup Breakthrough 
Vision: Toward 10X10X

https://www.keidanren.or.jp/journal/tim
es/2022/0317_01.html

https://www.keidanren.or.jp/journal/times/2022/0317_01.html


"Seven Changes to Enact in the Next Five 
Years"
1.World-Class Startup-Friendly Systems Achieving a level comparable 

to Silicon Valley in terms of ease of starting and running startups and 
investing in them. Entrepreneurs should be able to focus more on 
product and market.

2.A Surge in Globally Competitive Startups Startups receiving 
substantial funding from government funds and major institutional 
investors, both domestic and international, allowing them to 
overcome significant challenges and aim for larger goals than early 
IPOs.

3.Transforming Japan into a Major Startup Hub Tokyo becoming a 
nexus for Asian entrepreneurs and Western venture capitalists and 
institutional investors, with an increase in global companies 
establishing their Asia expansion and R&D bases there.



"Seven Changes to Enact in the Next Five Years"
4. University-Centered Startup Ecosystems Top-tier universities attracting 
researchers and funds from abroad and surrounding tech cities emerging, 
where deep-tech savvy capitalists gather and university research and student 
startups flourish.
5. Fluidity in Talent, Channeling Top Talents to Startups Entrepreneurship and 
startup participation becoming common post-graduation, and even 
experienced corporate professionals transitioning to startups is no longer rare.
6. Entrepreneurship as an Enjoyable and Accessible Option Increased 
interactions with entrepreneurs, dispelling the notion of high risk in 
entrepreneurship, making it an attractive and "normal" option for both the 
youth and older generations.
7. Prioritizing Startup Promotion as a National Agenda Under clear 
commitment from the country's top leadership, a robust command structure 
is established to implement policies in a unified manner, significantly 
transforming Japan in five years.



METI Startup Policies - List of METI Startup 
Support Policies

https://www.meti.go.jp/press/2022/06/20220621001/20220621001.html

https://www.meti.go.jp/press/2022/06/20220621001/20220621001.html


Building Human Resources and Networks for 
Startup Creation 
1. Human Resources and Network Building for Startups: Japan's low corporate

entry and exit rates compared to the US and Europe are addressed. Only
25% in Japan see starting a business as desirable, compared to 79% in China
and 68% in the US. To address this, initiatives include improving the
"awareness, culture, and climate" for entrepreneurship and coordinating
various measures under the Minister in charge of Startups.

2. Intellectual Property Strategy for Startups and Universities: Plans include
reviewing rules for handling non-exclusive licenses of patents co-owned by
universities and companies, facilitating startup access to university-owned
intellectual property, and strengthening support for overseas patent
applications by universities. Enhancing databases and public-private
cooperation is also a focus.

3. Expanding Researcher Opportunities: Efforts to bring Japanese researchers
into international research circles include providing support for international
joint research, especially involving young researchers. This includes funding
and improving conditions for doctoral students, with a goal to triple the
number of doctoral students receiving living expenses by 2025.



Building Human Resources and Networks for 
Startup Creation 
4. Attracting Foreign Entrepreneurs and Investors: Plans include expanding the

Startup Visa program, simplifying residence status for overseas investors,
facilitating foreign individuals' bank account openings, and developing living
infrastructure for skilled global personnel.

5. Supporting Repeated Entrepreneurial Attempts: The Employment Insurance
Act was amended to support entrepreneurs with unemployment benefits
during their business startup phase. Further efforts will focus on publicizing
this support system.

6. Promoting Domestic Entrepreneurial Communities: Aims to enhance support
for those starting businesses, including improving university support for
startups, and establishing incubators and accelerators. The role of mentors
in supporting startups is emphasized.

7. Specific Initiatives for Building Human Resources and Networks: This
includes expanding mentorship programs like the "MITOU Program" and
collaborating with various organizations to increase the scale of nurturing
young talents.



Building Human Resources and Networks for 
Startup Creation 
8. International Outreach: Plans to send young entrepreneurs to innovation
hubs like Silicon Valley and establish entrepreneur development hubs overseas.
This includes considering the establishment of MBA programs for fostering
entrepreneurs in Japan at American universities.
9. Fostering Entrepreneurship in Education: Initiatives include support for
startup creation at universities, enhancing entrepreneurial education for school
students, and creating a fund for commercializing university research.
10. Global Startup Campus Concept: Aims to create a global startup campus
combining international research and incubation functions in deep tech fields,
fostering long-term relationships with top overseas universities, and enhancing
the innovation capabilities of domestic companies through collaboration.



JETRO Global Startup Acceleration Program 
(GSAP)

• Overseas expansion support program for domestic startups
• Four Features of GSAP
• 1. Programs by top-level U.S. accelerators in Silicon Valley and other regions ※

Connects you to local networks essential for global expansion, which are difficult to 
access in Japan

• 2. Unique program for Japanese startups aiming for global expansion
• 3. 6 different courses to choose from depending on your growth stage and field※

Programs are offered by accelerators who are experts in their respective fields
• 4. Accelerate overseas expansion at once by achieving product-market fit (PMF) in 

your expanding regions.
• Significantly reduce the time and cost required for overseas expansion.
• Through online lectures, mentoring, and a pitch event (demo day) in the U.S., we will 

also support you in building connections with potential local customers, VC investors, 
etc., during this period.

• Participation is free of charge. Overseas travel expenses are to be borne by each 
company.

• 2023 GSAP Recruitment Acceleration Webinar
https://youtu.be/m7JHC3-DEGo?si=JCOvoO0RVJ9Keq-I

https://www.jetro.go.jp/services/gsap.html

https://youtu.be/m7JHC3-DEGo?si=JCOvoO0RVJ9Keq-I


Dream it (Creativity),
Build it (Innovation), 
Drive it (Entrepreneurship).
Foundations of Modern 
Entrepreneurship

• Main Points:
• Creativity, Innovation, & Entrepreneurship: The 

three pillars of entrepreneurial success.
• Interdependent & Essential: Understanding how 

they relate is crucial for any budding entrepreneur.

Entrepreneurship

Creativity                                 Innovation



If you feel you do not belong amidst 
geopolitical risks, stagnant economic growth, 
the uncertainty of a declining and aging 
population, and the cramped conditions of 
superciliousness, precedent-setting, and 
competition with others, your place is here.

When you listen to people who rise to the top and make 
success seem easy, you will always find one, sometimes 
two, significant similarities. One is doing a great job. 
The other is that they let people do great work.
Gen Cruz, The Most Important Life Lesson from Tom 
Sawyer, Oct 23, 2017

It is to acquire junior high school students who are good 
at baseball. The goal was to get junior high school 
students good at baseball to enroll in Asakawa Gakuen
because they felt they wanted to play baseball here, too.
To achieve this, the players needed to enjoy themselves. 
Because when people see others having fun, they want 
to do the same. This is one of the persuasive methods 
Fumino learned from "painting Tom Sawyer.岩崎夏海
(2015)、「もし高校野球の女子マネージャーがドラッカーの
『イノベーションと企業家精神』を読んだら」、ダイヤモン
ド社



This department's unique education, Travel Play 
Dialogue Project Studies, Why is it necessary to 
promote innovation in the future?
• Knowledge is not enough to be helpful in actual problem-solving 

situations. 
• Also, others will not understand only one-sided communication 

skills, and without multilateral communication with collaborators, 
collaborative innovation cannot be achieved.

• Only by experiencing opportunities for real business, international 
problem-solving, and artistic and cultural exchanges will we be able 
to solve problems concretely and effectively.

• Can Japan revive itself with the vision for future human resources 
and support for startups announced by METI and Keidanren in 
rapid succession from the last year? Good ideas are indeed written 
down, but there is still a lack of entrepreneurship to find value in 
them and realize and achieve them, and I believe that progress is 
still needed. 

• Above all, Japan is a vertical society There is a shortage of people 
who can connect people and organizations horizontally across 
barriers, and Japanese society and companies are not yet prepared 
to accept such people. We must allow "outsiders, young people, 
and eccentrics" to work freely and actively in Japan. 



Can Travel Play Dialogue education bring innovation 
to human resource development in Japan? (1)

• GINOS also innovates in its approach to human resource 
development, providing students with various opportunities for 
"travel" from the time they enroll, in addition to the one-year study 
abroad program. 

• For example, the "Entrepreneurship and Innovation Learning 
Journey" is a program where students visit countries and engage in 
dialogues to propose business models and policy proposals. 

• The program is designed to visit countries and engage in dialogue to 
propose business models and policy proposals. There are many 
"Journey" options, we offer overseas training programs in Strasbourg, 
Florence, Mondragon, Bilbao, and other partner universities with 
vital innovation education programs to experience innovation 
firsthand. 



Can Travel Play Dialogue education bring innovation 
to human resource development in Japan? (2)

• We also collaborate with the innovative entrepreneurship 
education program at Mondragon University MTA to 
educate new innovative human resources. Innovation 
cannot be done alone. 

• The basis of communication to realize new combinations 
requires communication skills to "convey" one's ideas to 
others and to "convey" the ideas of others as well. Still, 
the basis is an understanding of diverse contexts. 

• We also offer an intensive course called "Communication 
Exercise using Acting Training," a practical exercise to 
enhance problem-solving creativity. Students develop 
skills that can be put into practice immediately after 
graduation by simulating various communication 
situations, from everyday life to global conflict resolution 
and international business.



・GINOS has been very popular for its CREATOYO Global Creativity 
Week, held every spring, inviting leading entrepreneurs and researchers 
from Japan and abroad, including Cirque du Soleil, as an opportunity to 
practice entrepreneurship through dialogue with various actors. 
・Students can then choose their knowledge system depending on 
whether they want to focus on “global business” or “global 
collaboration” and further develop their backgrounds in the 
“international regional studies area. 
GINOS will innovate in human resource development through Travel 
Play Dialogue = Global Entrepreneurship education. 
・We need to create innovation in education from GINOS. How can we 
overcome the crisis of Japan's future human resources? GINOS' 
education is filled with various know-how to enable "strangers, youth, 
and eccentrics" to change, support, and play an active role in Japan.

Can Travel Play Dialogue education bring innovation 
to human resource development in Japan? (3)



(1) Travel: Entrepreneurship and Innovation 
Learning Journey in Collaboration with MTA

• We started our first Learning Journey to Basque and 
Florence in 2018 from February 23 to March 11 composed of 
below activities aiming at to develop the students’ 
competence on Creativity, Socio economical values, 
Teamwork, Entrepreneurship mindset, and International 
business culture. 

• The second Learning Journey (February–March 2019) took 
place in the Basque Country and Madrid, Spain. The nine 
students were divided into two teams using a personality 
test, and each team was given a challenge to solve. 

• By limiting the number of students to nine, we were able to 
provide more guidance and communication, and each 
student was able to achieve significant results.











Top 9 Developed Personalities
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Source: Center for Global Innovation Studies (2018)



Source: Center for Global Innovation Studies (2018)

Top 8 Developed Soft Skills



Source: Center for Global Innovation Studies (2018)

Discovered Challenges



Solution to the Challenges

Source: Center for Global Innovation Studies (2018)



2) Play: English Communication 
Exercise Using Acting Training 
Under the Instruction of Japanese 
Actress and Director in London

• “Play” is also a basis for our education. Newly enrolled students may 
not have a high English level yet, but we encourage them to be eager 
to communicate actively in English. Good communication entails 
ability to make themselves fully understood by others, and the 
foundation for communication skills is around their capability to Play 
and achieve an interactive understanding of diverse context.

• The Department of Global Innovation Invited Yuri Yamanaka, an 
actress working in the UK, for a theatre workshop entitled English 
Communication Exercise Using Acting Training. This class is 
organized by Hajime Imamura and conducted by You-Ri Yamanaka 
who has been working as an Actress, Voiceover Artist, Movement 
Director, and Acting Teacher in the UK, Europe, and Japan. It is a 
practical training that combines various vocalization methods and the 
expressive power of movements.

• She is the movement director in the creative team of “My Neibour
Totoro” by Royal Shakespeare Company since last year, and they got 
tremendous awards like Laurence Olivier or WhatsOnStage for 2022 –
2023 performances.
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今⽇の授業ではスピーチを発表しました。最後の授業なのでみんなが伸び伸
び発表しているように感じました。私は鏡を⾒ながら⾃分の発表を⾒直す必要
があると感じました。実際に⼈の前で話すのとzoom を通して顔だけが写る状
態で話すのは全く違うことも感じました。また、りょうたはスピーチで、初め
て⼤学⽣って感じがしたと⾔っていて、私はそれにとても共感しました。私は
2年⽬ですが、今年はなにをして過ごしたのだろうかという喪失感を感じてい
ました。この授業を取ったことでこの授業のメンバーと深く関わることがで
き、本当に久しぶりに⼤学⽣という感じがしました

恥ずかしがらずに英語で留学⽣に話しかけることができるようにな
ったりして、成⻑できたワークショップでした。「英語ができないから恥ず
か

しくて話すことが出来ない」という気持ちが少なからずあったのですが、そ
れを少し克服することが出来たように思います。

今⽇の授業は対⾯授業で参加し、ダンスの後にポエムを
発表しました。今回の対⾯授業はほとんど前回の対⾯授

業と同じメンバーだったのでとても仲が深まって本当に楽し
かったです。ポエムの発表では、イメージを頭の中で思い
浮かべて⼀枚の絵として認識するのが⾯⽩かったです。
私は絵を描くことが好きなので、⾔葉で表現するのはうまく
できなかったけど、頭の中に浮かんだイメージは上⼿くで
きたと感じました。イメージを思い浮かべた後に、⺟国語で
相⼿に
⾔葉を発するのも⾯⽩かったです。

I see you again!! In all this class, I always 
laugh out loud, and I can be confident to speak 
English actively thanks to your acting class. 
And, I could make a new friend of 
international students.

As you said in this class, he used some skills, such as having rhythm, exaggerating points 
and repeating one phrase “I have a dream”. After listening to the best speech, I will 
pretend to speak like him in front of 5,000 people.

I cannot believe it was the final workshop. It 
was so fun, and learned the communication 
skills especially how to tell the words 
effectively. I also could make new friends and 
meet great teacher. I really appreciate for all.
Thank you so much.

Honestly, I’m really sad right now because it was the best 
class, I’ve ever had in my college life. The people inside 
this class made my life more meaningful, but not just the 
people but also the learnings that I gained from this class 
changed me as a person.

I also found this whole class therapeutic especially 
since it can be cold and lonely in this season. I am 
really grateful to have met you and everyone else. 

Online Acting workshop in 2021 Spring amid of Covid-19



(3) Dialogue: CREATOYO Global Creativity 
Week
• CREATOYO is an annual one-week interactive training 
aimed at apprehending creativity through a variety of 
contexts and experiences. The program is organized by 
René Carraz and Hajime Imamura of the Department 
of Global Innovation Studies (GINOS), in collaboration 
with MOSAIC, the creativity and innovation hub from 
HEC Montreal Canada and CREASXB, the BETA from 
Strasbourg University. 

• During the week-long program, a blend of lectures, 
exhibitions, round-tables, workshops and visits of 
creative spaces enable the participants to gain a better 
grasp of what is creativity and how Tokyo, and Japan 
more generally, are crafting and nurturing their 
creative ecosystems.
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Covid-19 In the midst of infection expansion, 
DX-ing of higher education for Society 5.0 and 
SDGs started.

• Dan Levy (supervised by Akihiro Kawase) (2021) 
"Introduction to Harvard-Style Zoom Classes - A 
Guide to Effective Support for Online Learning" by 
Seikyusha, quickly translated and published by a 
team across departments at Toyo University.

• In departments with a large number of 
international students, work to connect 
classrooms and online in real-time will begin in 
2020 in order not to stop real-time learning for 
international students who cannot enter the 
country due to coronavirus or who are waiting at 
home due to corona positivity or heavy contact.

• Zoom recordings are provided on demand using the 
LMS (ToyoNet Ace) when actual time is difficult due 
to time differences and other reasons.

• We are introducing an online creative communication 
space with whiteboards, interactive space 
applications, etc.





Cohendet, Patrick, Grandadam, David and Simon, 
Laurent(2010) 'The Anatomy of the Creative City’

•What is suggested is to have a closer look at the 
anatomy of the creative city by defining three 
different layers as the basic components of the 
creative processes in local innovative milieus, 
which we name the upperground, the 
middleground and the underground. Each one of 
these layers intervenes with specific 
characteristics in the creative process and 
enables new ideas to transit from an informal 
micro-level to a formal macro-level, through the 
accumulation, the combination, the enrichment 
and the renewal of bits of knowledge.



MOSAIC(HEC Montréal) ÉCOLE D’ÉTÉ EN MANAGEMENT DE LA CRÉATIVITÉ DANS LA SOCIÉTÉ DE L’INNOVATION82



What are the qualities required of citizens in a 
creative city?
Landry, C (2008) The Creative City (2nd ed.) 
• Creative organizations and cities cannot exist without 

creative individuals who are resourceful, open, flexible in 
their thinking, take intellectual risks, think about problems 
anew, and act reflexively. Their learning style encourages a 
virtuous cycle of creation and re-creation, opening up one 
possibility and activating another.

• They can effectively prioritize and ensure that everyday 
demands do not take away time for innovation. While not 
everyone needs to be creative in a Creative City, people with 
open minds, courage, and fresh thinking play an important 
role.

• A handful of creative people, strategically placed and in the 
correct positions of influence, can transform a city without 
necessarily being in power.



The external, or conscious, part of culture is 
what we can see and is the tip of the iceberg 
and includes behaviors and some beliefs.

Source: Beyond Culture (1976) by Edward T. 
Hall



We need creative “Ba” conquering high 
wall of “Context”
• In the SECI model by Nonaka and Takeuchi, the term 
"Ba" is a Japanese word that translates to "place" or 
"space." However, in the context of the SECI model, it 
represents a shared space for knowledge creation. 
This space can be physical (like a classroom), virtual 
(like a chat room), mental, or even emotional.

• The concepts of high-context and low-context cultures, 
as proposed by anthropologist Edward T. Hall, have 
deep implications for communication processes, 
including those associated with creativity and 
innovation. When we consider horizontal 
communication, which emphasizes peer-to-peer 
exchange of knowledge and ideas, the SECI model by 
Nonaka and Takeuchi can provide an insightful lens.



Why is "Ba" Essential for Collaborative Working

1.Safe Space for Interaction: "Ba" provides an environment where you feel 
safe to share your tacit knowledge, those thoughts, feelings, and intuitions 
that are hard to articulate. When everyone feels comfortable sharing, true 
collaboration and creativity can emerge.

2.Facilitates Knowledge Conversion: The SECI model revolves around the 
conversion of tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge and vice versa. "Ba" is 
the arena where this conversion actively happens, making it the heart of 
the SECI process.

3.Enhances Collective Creativity: In a nurturing "Ba," team members build 
upon each other's ideas, leading to solutions and insights that may not have 
been possible individually.

4.Promotes Empathy and Understanding: In the shared space of "Ba," you're 
not just sharing knowledge but also perspectives. This helps in 
understanding where your peers are coming from, fostering empathy and 
deeper collaboration.



Preparing for Collaboration with "Ba" in 
Mind:
1.Openness: Approach the group work with an open mind. Be 

ready to share and receive knowledge without judgment.
2.Active Listening: Give full attention to your peers when they 

speak. Understand their perspective and try to build upon it.
3.Respect: Every member's contribution is valuable. Respect 

differing opinions and foster an atmosphere of mutual respect.
4.Engage with the Digital Tools: If your "Ba" is a virtual space, 

like a chat room, make sure you're familiar with the tools. 
Being technically adept will ensure smooth communication 
and collaboration.

5.Reflect: After your group sessions, take a moment to reflect 
on the insights gained and how the "Ba" facilitated this 
knowledge creation.



Nonaka and Konno (1998) “The Concept of “Ba" : Building a Foundation for Knowledge 
Creation” CALIFORNIA MANAGEMENT REVIEW VOL 40. N O 3 SPRING 1998



International students, especially those from 
low-context cultures 

• The deep-seated cultural nuances of high-context societies can 
make horizontal communication challenging, especially when 
crossing cultural boundaries.

• To foster horizontal communication across cultural boundaries, 
particularly in a high-context society like Japan, there needs to be 
a deliberate effort to create an environment of mutual respect, 
understanding, and learning. While initial interactions might be 
fraught with misunderstandings, over time, with the right 
interventions, the “Ba” can become a space of rich, cross-cultural 
knowledge creation.

• International students, especially those from low-context cultures, 
often find it difficult to navigate the subtleties of high-context 
societies, while natives of high-context cultures might find overt 
explicitness redundant or even rude. Bridging this gap requires 
concerted efforts from both sides.



Challenges in Cross-Cultural Horizontal 
Communication in Japan:

1.Implicit Understanding: In high-context societies, much is left 
unsaid, with understanding relying on shared cultural and social 
contexts. International students without this context may struggle 
to grasp the full meaning or may miss the nuances in 
conversations.

2.Fear of Miscommunication: The intricacies of a high-context 
society can make non-natives overly cautious in their 
communication. They might fear offending someone or making a 
faux pas due to lack of cultural awareness.

3.Reluctance from Natives: On the other hand, native Japanese 
students, deeply rooted in their high-context culture, might be 
reluctant or unsure of how to communicate with international 
peers, fearing misunderstandings.



Creating a "Ba" (a shared space for knowledge 
creation) for Both Types of Students:

1.Cultural Awareness Sessions: Regular workshops or sessions on cultural 
understanding can help both international and Japanese students 
appreciate and understand each other's backgrounds better.

2.Safe Spaces for Questions: Create environments where students can ask 
questions without fear of judgment. This can be in the form of regular Q&A 
sessions, anonymous question boxes, or mentor-mentee systems.

3.Encourage Collaborative Projects: By working together on projects, 
students can naturally learn about each other's communication styles and 
adjust accordingly.

4.Language Workshops: While language is only one aspect of communication, 
helping international students improve their Japanese proficiency and 
teaching Japanese students common English idioms or phrases can bridge 
some communication gaps.



Creating a "Ba" (a shared space for knowledge 
creation) for Both Types of Students:

5. Foster Inclusive Social Activities: Organize social events that blend      
elements from various cultures. It gives students opportunities to share 
their cultural norms and learn from each other in informal settings.
6. Feedback Mechanisms: Implement feedback systems where students 
can express their challenges in communication. Use this feedback to adapt 
and create better strategies for fostering communication.
7. Promote the Concept of "Ba": The very idea of "Ba" is about shared 
space for knowledge creation. Make students conscious of this concept, 
and encourage them to actively participate in building and nurturing this 
shared space.
8. Leverage Technology: Use technology platforms that allow for clear, 
written communication, which can sometimes ease the challenges of 
verbal communication. This gives students time to formulate, translate, 
and understand messages better.



Strategies to help conquer the "high wall of context":

1.Cultural Sensitization Programs: Institutions can host cultural 
sensitization workshops where both groups are educated about 
the communication styles and cultural values of the other. 
Understanding the "why" behind certain behaviors can foster 
patience and empathy.

2.Encourage Open Dialogue: Create forums where students can 
openly share their feelings and experiences. This can be done 
through group discussions, mentorship programs, or dedicated 
feedback sessions.

3.Active Listening: Teach the importance of active listening. This 
involves fully concentrating, understanding, responding, and 
remembering what the other person is saying. It can help in 
catching subtleties in high-context communications and in 
understanding the explicit nature of low-context communications.

4.Role-playing Activities: Organize activities where students switch 
roles. Japanese students can practice being more explicit, while 
international students can attempt to communicate in a more 
high-context manner.

5.Shared Experiences: Encourage activities that require teamwork 
and shared experiences. When people work together towards a 
common goal, they naturally find ways to communicate effectively.



6. Language Buddy System: Pair up international students with Japanese 
students to help each other out – not just with language, but also with 
cultural nuances.
7. Feedback and Adjustment: After group tasks or discussions, 
encourage a feedback session. Ask questions like, "Was there anything 
unclear?" or "How could we have communicated that better?"
8. Use of Visual Aids: Sometimes, visual aids like diagrams, charts, and 
pictures can bridge the gap where words might fail. They can provide 
clarity without the need for verbosity.
9. Mediators or Cultural Ambassadors: In group settings, having a 
mediator who understands both cultural contexts can be immensely 
helpful. They can translate not just language but also cultural nuances.
10. Encourage Questions: Foster an environment where asking 
questions is encouraged and not seen as a sign of ignorance. Both groups 
of students should feel comfortable seeking clarity.
11. Shared Vocabulary: Over time, groups can develop a shared 
vocabulary or set of phrases that help bridge the cultural gap. This can 
be a mix of Japanese, English, or any other language terms that the 
group understands.

strategies to help conquer the "high wall of context":



Imamura as the MEXT ScheemD 2022 
University Pitch and Conference Web Actor

• Representative: Hajime Imamura 
Professor, Department of Global 
Innovation, Faculty of International 
Studies, Toyo University

• Title: DX in Travel Play Dialogue 
Global Entrepreneurship Education -
Finding a Place for Young People in 
a Digital World

• Idea to be realized: Six years have 
passed since we started "Global 
Entrepreneurship" education, which 
combines the entrepreneurial spirit 
to overcome failure and English 
communication skills, both of which 
are in short supply in Japan today. 
We are considering expanding the 
program into a global content that 
combines digital and real life, where 
young people with the spirit of 
"independence" can grow.

• Current Status: We are attempting to 
document and manualize the practice of 
entrepreneurship education by placing 
students of diverse nationalities in a hybrid 
online and face-to-face interactive 
environment. We would like to work with 
digital and educational experts to revitalize 
Japan's top-down drawn startup policy 
from the bottom-up, but horizontal 
development across boundaries is a 
challenge.

• Partners sought/missing: While content 
such as business model development with 
the three elements of Travel Play Dialogue 
and communication skills through acting 
training are welcomed overseas, we are 
running into various barriers in Japan. We 
welcome connections among people, 
materials, places, and funds to develop and 
standardize content that transcends 
boundaries.



Innovation Ecosystem in Toranomon-Hills in the core 
center of Tokyo 

CIC Tokyo https://jp.cic.com/



Prometheus Foundation
Global  Village Yurakucho House
• GLOBAL VILLAGE "Yurakucho House” The motto of the 

Yurakucho House is "Let's aim for globalization and create a 
bright future for young people.” Global Social Digital 
International and domestic students cooperate with each 
other under the motto of "Aiming for Globalization and 
Creating a Bright Future for Young People We aim for a 
brighter world!

https://sites.google.com
/toyo.jp/globalvillage/





Revolutionary reform of start-up support policies 
through capacity building for "outsiders, youth, and 
oddballs" and strengthening of cooperation between 
educational institutions and business managers

• The common challenge for innovation in Japan and France is that 
both countries lag behind the U.S. and China in entrepreneurship, 
and there is an urgent need to nurture entrepreneurs. In Silicon 
Valley in the U.S., it is said that "outsiders, young people, and 
eccentrics" are active, and Japanese education needs to develop 
methods to develop the skills of young people.

• The METI's startup support policy must be revolutionized, or Japan 
will fall behind; the METI proposal must be further refined; and the 
revolution between educational institutions and business executives 
must be strengthened.

• "Travel Play Dialogue" Global Entrepreneurship Education needs to 
be DX-ready and further developed.

• Educational content alone cannot survive. Amid competition among 
universities, differentiation strategies that outperform other 
universities and departments will become increasingly necessary.



How can we make our place in Green and Digital 
Transition?
Plurality and Singularity
• "Plurality" denotes the state of being multiple or varied. In 

grammar, it contrasts singular and plural forms. In democratic 
voting, it signifies a candidate winning the most votes without 
necessarily achieving a majority. Philosophically, it suggests reality 
comprises multiple substances or principles, and culturally, it 
underscores the coexistence of diverse perspectives or groups. 
The precise interpretation depends on context.

• Message at “Plurality Tokyo”
• Plurality Tokyo is an event aimed at forming a sustainable and 

vibrant community with various researchers, developers, and 
government officials from around the world who are experimenting 
with Plurality at ETH Tokyo Global. Instead of technology heading 
towards a “singularity,” let’s explore together how it can play a role 
in strengthening human power and connecting to a stronger 
“plurality.”



DAO(Decentralized Autonomous Organization)
and
SIB(Social Impact Bond) 

• Developers worldwide are collaborating now on decentralized 
technology, exemplifying plurality through distributed ledgers that 
empower everyone to co-create content within a shared commons.

• As we look to the future, individuals utilizing decentralized apps on the 
decentralized web will possess the right to determine with whom they 
share their data.

• We are unwavering in our commitment to collaborate with Web3 
innovators on quadratic funding retroactive funding and social impact 
bonds.

• Our pilots, those people of public-private partnerships, are well 
positioned to be disseminated across Japan and all democrats see as 
digital public goods.

• https://coincheck.com/ja/article/513
• SIB is not just a financial scheme, but an innovative structure to 

enhance horizontal solidarity among different players for social service 
provision

• Innovative scheme of horizontal solidarity among plural players
• Align interests of beneficiaries, service providers, statutory bodies and 

private capital (Alex Nicholls) 

https://coincheck.com/ja/article/513
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